To:- QinetiQ.

From:- Trident Ploughshares and XR Peace, and supported by all the signatories that can be seen at the end of the letter.

Replies to be sent to:- Angie Zelter at xrpeace@gn.apc.org

21st October, 2021.

Dear Steve Wadey, Chief Executive Officer of QinetiQ,

We are very concerned about the massive impact your corporation is having on the environment, biodiversity and climate, causing widespread harm, affecting lives all around the world. As you are no doubt aware COP26 is starting in a week’s time here in Glasgow and military-industrial establishments such as yours will be under the spotlight.

During the negotiations for the 1997 Kyoto treaty, the US ensured that military greenhouse gas emissions were exempted from climate negotiations and unfortunately that has continued. Following that, in the 2015 Paris negotiations, reducing the military carbon footprint was left to the discretion of individual nations. Therefore, the obligatory published emissions frequently do not include military emissions.

We are writing on behalf of various organisations including Trident Ploughshares, which is a part of XR Peace, because war preparations, the sale of weapons and remote control systems that QinetiQ deal in and militarism in general are major greenhouse gas emitters and causes of other harm including the environmental pollution and destruction that has reduced the biodiversity upon which all life on this planet depends. The involvement of QinetiQ in the arms trade is a direct threat to our safety and global security by enabling and contributing to armed conflicts and the existential dangers of nuclear war.

The climate and nuclear dangers can no longer be ignored. We are asking you to use the momentous occasion of the COP26 climate conference to announce a greenhouse gas emissions reduction pathway for the whole of QinetiQ which is compatible with the 1.5C temperature goal as specified in the Paris Climate Agreement. This pathway should apply to everything that your company is involved in, including the research, manufacturing and sale of all of your products, in all your subsidiary companies, sections, and departments. You should include transparent reporting requirements and independent verification, and must not rely on schemes to "offset" emissions.

Approximately 6% of global greenhouse gases are due to military activities. Of course, greenhouse gas emissions are not the only problem that your corporation is causing the world. Militarism is a central pillar of the extractive systems and behaviours that are driving the climate crisis. Getting to net zero by 2025-50 will require a radical social transformation including ending militarism.

We recognise that wars are causes of climate destruction, and further climate destruction will cause further wars. This mass destructive cycle has to be ended. Growing climate changes are already significant causes of many conflicts. They affect food growing capabilities and are a major factor driving desperate refugees to leave their homes. As the climate crisis gains pace there will be increasing pressures, famines and conflicts. These need to be dealt with through diplomacy before they turn into wars that indiscriminately kill millions of non-combatants and violate international humanitarian law, with disproportionate impact on women and children. The risk of nuclear war is
increasing as the climate crisis deepens and international relations further deteriorate. The use of
just 100 of the 13,000 nuclear weapons still being deployed by nine governments today could result
in the catastrophic climate disruption known as “nuclear winter”, which is predicted to cause global
famine and deaths of over two billion people.

This is not the time for gaining profit from these conflicts by selling more weapons – it is a time for
us all to change the behaviours and practices that will cause the destruction of most life on earth. As
long as countries continue to prepare for and resort to war and armed conflicts as a means of solving
disputes we will not be able to address climate change. All people of the earth face a common
threat. To avert catastrophe, we must find new ways of thinking and work together to save our
shared home.

We urge you to look deeply at how your corporation can change into one that reduces international
tensions, avoids war as a method of resolving conflict, eliminates nuclear weapons, dramatically
reduces arms sales and all military spending, and redirects its resources to address the threat of the
climate catastrophe that now faces us all.

Thursday 4th November has been set as the anti-militarist day during COP26. Would you be willing
to meet with a few of us in Glasgow on 4th November to discuss what QinetiQ can offer the world
in its struggle to avoid climbing above 1.5 degrees Celsius? Please let us know.

In peace and love,

Angie Zelter, XR Peace

This letter has been signed and supported by

Tim Devereux for Movement for the Abolition of War, Rob Fairmichael for INNATE,
Andrew Feinstein, Shadow World Investigations, Janet Fenton for Secure Scotland,
Ginnie Herbert for Greenham Women For Life on Earth, Kate Hudson for CND, Lynn Jamieson for Scottish CND,
Brian Jones for CND Cymru, Karina Knight Spencer for Stop Fuelling War/Cessez d'alimenter la guerre, France,
Alena Krempaská for Human Rights Institute Slovakia, Brian Larkin for Peace and Justice Scotland,
Mairead Maguire (Nobel peace laureate) for Peace People, Jessie Normaschild for Campaign Against Arms Trade,
Edinburgh, Stuart Parkinson for SGR, Laëtitia Sédou for European Network Against Arms Trade,
Jane Tallents for Trident Ploughshares, Dave Webb for Yorkshire CND, Arthur West for Scottish Peace Network, and
Angie Zelter for XR Peace.